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Abstract
Core collections efficiently preserve genetic diversity and
facilitate collection management and “ex situ” conservation of
genetic resources. Populus tremula (European aspen) is
demanded by plant growers and breeders but there are very
few data on the genetic variation in the geographic distribution
of this species in Spain. Microsatellite markers are useful for
the evaluation of genetic variability and identification due to
their abundance and polymorphism. Six pairs of oligonucleotide primers designed for simple sequence repeats (SSR) of
quaking aspen (P. tremuloides) were successfully used in European aspen. Number of alleles per locus were low in this
species in comparison to outcrossed, long-lived woody perennials due to the importance of vegetative propagation by root
suckers in aspen stands. Mean heterozygosity (0.475) was similar to that reported in quaking aspen. Cluster analysis suggests that postglacial migration of European aspen took place
from the Pyrenees in two directions: westward and southward
through mountain ranges of the Iberian Peninsula. To preserve
the allelic richness of the P. tremula in vitro collection in Spain,
a core collection of 26 clones is proposed.
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Introduction
The endangerment of the European aspen populations from
Spanish origin has urged the start of a strategy for the conservation of genetic resources. Collections via “in vitro” culture of
forest trees are repositories of the biodiversity available for
each species. They are also a valuable source of useful plants
for preservation of biodiversity and genetic resources programs
specially with species, which produce recalcitrant seeds, and
those that are vegetatively propagated (BUENO et al., 2001;
THORPE and MALHOTRA, 1996). The production of “core” collections would be the solution to enhance efficiency in the preservation of genetic diversity and the management of collections.
The representativeness of a core collection can be defined in
two ways: how close it is to the full range of variation present
in the whole collection (allelic diversity) and how closely the
pattern of variation in the core collection resembles that in the
whole one (pattern of allelic frequencies).

inheritance, simple sequence repeats (SSRs) have become the
preferred tool for investigations of critical importance for
germplasm managers, such as the establishment of unique
genetic identities or fingerprints, determination of genetic
relatedness between accessions, and the assessment of genetic
diversity contained within a collection (HOKANSON et al., 1998).
For this purpose, SSR markers have been analysed in a number of species: sweet cherry (SCHUELER et al., 2003); cork oak
(GOMEZ et al., 2001); soybean (RONGWEN et al., 1995); grape
(LAMBOY and ALPHA, 1998); apple (GUILFORD et al., 1997);
shorgum (BROWN et al., 1996); barley (RUSSELL et al., 1997);
avocado (LAVI et al., 1994), etc.
This work analyses the genetic diversity of the in vitro collection of P. tremula from Spanish origin and the allelic richness
detected by SSR markers in order to determine the core collection of this species following the M strategy (BATAILLON et al.,
1996): the core collection includes trees from the different
regions of origin and maximises allelic richness. This species
does not form extended forests in Spain but appears in small
groups integrated in forests of other species (RUÍZ DE LA TORRE,
1979). Distance between samples locations range from 2 km to
63 km inside each region of origin (SÁNCHEZ et al., 2000) and
sample size has been chosen proportionally to the abundance of
European aspen in each region.
Material and Methods
Plant material and DNA extraction
Eighty-two individuals of Populus tremula selected from 8
Spanish provinces representing the main area of distribution
were used for the present study (Figure 1): One located in the
Central Mountain Range (Segovia; 10 individuals); one in the
Iberian Mountains (Cuenca; two individuals); two near the
Pyrenees (Northeast: Huesca, 26 individuals; and Navarra, 12
individuals); and four in the Northwest (Lugo-Orense, five individuals; Zamora, five individuals, and León, 22 individuals).

The core collection of Populus tremula L. would be the first
one supplied in response to the demand by plant growers and
breeders for material from the collection (BUENO et al., 2001).
The “core” collection could also be the focus of a program of “ex
situ” genetic resources conservation of P. tremula. Information
about diversity within this collection can be obtained using
molecular markers which afford many benefits for the identification of variation and the estimation of biological diversity.
Microsatellites have become the genetic markers of choice in
mammalian and many plant systems because of their abundance, high degree of polymorphism and amenability to
automation (WEBER and MAY, 1989). Due to their co-dominant
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Figure 1. – Samples location of Populus tremula “in vitro” collection
from Spain.
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Table 1. – Repeat pattern and size range of alleles at 6 microsatellite loci (PTR1, PTR2, PTR3, PTR4, PTR5 and
PTR6) in Populus tremuloides. (DAYANANDAN et al., 1998 and RAHMAN et al., 2000) and Populus tremula (this work).

Approximate age of the donor trees ranged between 40 and 60
years.
Leaf samples from 51 trees were collected in 2000 from the
in vitro collection of P. tremula located in the laboratory of
CIFOR-INIA in Madrid (Spain), which was established
between 1996 and 1999. Branch material from the remaining
31 clones were collected directly from the trees. These trees
were collected from Orense (four individuals), Zamora and
León.
DNA was extracted following the method described in DOYLE
and DOYLE (1990).
DNA amplification
Six microsatellites were amplified using the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR). Oligonucleotide primers complementary
to flanking regions of SSR from P. tremuloides genome (Table
1) were designed by DAYANANDAN et al. (1998) and RAHMAN et
al. (2000). Each 25 µl amplification reaction contained: 20 ng of
total DNA, 0.2 µM of fluorescently labelled forward primer and
unlabelled reverse primer (Progenetic), 200 µM each dNTPs,
50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 2.5 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 U
of Taq-DNA polymerase (Ecogen). Fluorescently labelled PCR
products were separated and analysed on a semiautomated
sequencer (ABI-Prism, Perkin-Elmer). Standards were used for
length determination of alleles.
Amplifications were carried out in a Perkin Elmer 9600 thermocycler, with two profiles: for PTR1, PTR2, PTR3 and PTR4
loci 1 min at 94 °C, 5 cycles 1 min at 94 °C (denaturation), 1
min 55 °C (annealing) and 1 min 72 °C (extension) followed by
30 cycles 30 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 60 °C and 30 s at 72 °C. For PTR5
and PTR6 amplification was carried out following RAHMAN et
al. (2000).
SSR analysis
An aliquot of the amplification reactions was visualised
under UV light, after running in 1.5% agarose gels in 1x TAE
buffer and ethidium bromide staining.
Another aliquot was analysed with an ABI-Prism automatic
sequencer (Perkin Elmer). From each sample three SSRs were
loaded and run together with internal molecular weight standards (Genescan/350 TAMRA). Resulting fragment sizes were
calculated with the Genescan software (Perkin Elmer) by comparison with the standards.
Statistical analysis
Each genotype was defined as the combination of the 6 SSRs
amplified fragments.

Heterozygosity was calculated using NEI’s (1973) formula:
H = n/(n–1)* (1-Σpi2), where pi is the frequency of allele i in the
n analysed trees. Power of discrimination for each locus was
calculated using the formula: PD = 1-ΣPi2 where Pi is the
frequency of genotype i (KLOOSTERMAN et al., 1993). Effective
alleles per locus were calculated according to WEIR (1990) with
the formula 1/(1-Hep), were Hep, the genetic diversity per locus,
is equal to 1-Σpi2.
Genetic relationships among the 82 trees were investigated
using an unweighted pair-group method (UPGMA) cluster
analysis computed with the program NTSYS-pc (RHOLF, 1994).
The probability that two individuals drawn at random from a
population have the same multilocus genotype, PID, was determined as follows (WAITS et al., 2001):

Where ak, with k being the power of the allelic frequencies as
follows:

Where m is the number of different alleles and pi is the frequency of the ith allele in the population.
Strategy for core collection
The M strategy was selected (BATAILLON et al., 1996) to construct the core collection employing SSR markers. The M strategy includes the use of genetic markers to compute marker
allelic richness of each putative core collection. The core collection is constructed under two constraints: first, the inclusion in
each putative core collection of at least one accession per region
and second, maximise the marker allelic richness of the core
collection.
Results
All six SSR markers from P. tremuloides have been successfully amplified and sized in DNA from P. tremula. All six loci
were polymorphic in the 82 trees analysed. Number of alleles
per locus varied from 2 to 5 (Table 2), the average being 3.5
alleles per locus. The total number of detected alleles is 21.
Table 2 shows the Hardy-Weinberg expected heterozygosity
(H), which ranges between 0.115 and 0.659 per locus. The average value of this index for all six loci studied was 0.475. The
power of discrimination between genotypes was 99.2%. The low
probability of identity (PID = 2.7 * 10–4) allowed us to consider
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individuals with the same multilocus genotype to be potential
ramets of the same clone.
A total of 65 genotypes have been detected among the 82
sampled trees with the 6 SSRs analysed. Genotypes called No.
7 and No. 15 (Table 3) were the most abundant genotypes with
4 and 5 trees respectively. In general, when different trees have
the same genotype, they are located at closer distances
between them than other sampled trees. For instance, three

Table 2. – Heterozygosity (H), Discrimination Power (DP), Number of
alleles and Effective number of alleles of 6 SSR loci in Populus tremula
from Spain.

Table 3. – P. tremula genotypes detected by SSR markers that belongs
to more than one sampled tree.

trees from Segovia have the genotype No. 7 and trees with
genotype No. 15 are from León and Zamora. Nearly a 66% of
trees have a unique genotype.
The phenogram generated from the UPGMA cluster analysis
of the 82 trees resulted in several groupings which appear to be
related with the geographical origin (Figure 2). The first group,
which includes LU to LE19.1, are in general trees collected in
the Northwest of the Iberian Peninsula. The second group
includes trees from all locations but it is possible to distinguish
inside this group a small sub-group called A which includes
trees from Segovia and a subgroup called B that includes trees
from León.
For the M strategy we analysed divisions at linkage distances 15, 10 and 5 in the phenogram (Figure 2) to select the
individuals that will form the core collection. To obtain a handled “in vitro” core collection individuals have been selected in
order to maximise allelic richness (Table 4). With division at
linkage distance 5, the number of conserved alleles is the total
number of alleles contained in the base collection (allelic richness).
The group at distance 15 includes individuals from the
Northwest (two from Lugo-Orense and three from León) and
the Pyrenees (two from Huesca and two from Navarra). The
group at distance 10 includes six individuals from the Northwest (two from Lugo-Orense and four from León), six from the
Pyrenees (three from Huesca and three from Navarra), one
from the Central Mountain Range (Segovia), and one from the
Iberian Mountains (Cuenca). The group at distance 5 includes
ten individuals from the Northwest (three from Lugo-Orense,
one from Zamora and six from León), eleven from the Pyrenees
(six from Huesca and five from Navarra) and five from the Central area (two from Cuenca and three from Segovia).
Discussion
Six pairs of primers designed by DAYANANDAN et al. (1998)
and RAHMAN et al. (2000) for microsatellite amplification in P.
tremuloides were used for DNA analysis of P. tremula. Amplification profiles have been improved for PTR1, PTR2, PTR3 and
PTR4 in order to obtain good amplification products in P. tremula. The use of microsatellite markers is generally restricted to
species for which they are designed, due to the high degree of
homology necessary between primers and sample DNA. The
possibility of using four of those microsatellites as genetic
markers in other species of the same genus was studied by
DAYANANDAN et al. (1998) and only PTR2 and PTR4 had positive PCR amplifications in P. deltoides, P. nigra, P. maximowiczii and P. x canadensis. All six SSRs from P. tremuloides have
resolution in P. tremula probably due to the close relationship
between both species during evolution (PRIMMER et al., 1996;
SUN and KIRKPATRICK, 1996; FIELDS and SCRIBNER, 1997; GÓMEZ
et al., 2001). In fact, both quaking and European aspen have
been placed in the subsection Trepidae of the section Leuce and
hybridise very easily.
The mean number of alleles detected per locus in this study
ranged from 2 to 5, which is lower than the mean number of
alleles (3 to 11) detected by the same SSRs in P. tremuloides
(DAYANANDAN et al., 1998; RAHMAN et al., 2000). These values
are similar to those reported in plant literature for self-pollinating and/or annual crops but lower if they are compared with
results reported for other outcrossed, long-lived woody perennials such as Pinaceae (Monterey pine, SMITH and DEVEY, 1994;
eastern white pine, ECHT et al., 1996; Sitka spruce, VAN DE VEN
and MCNICOL, 1996; Norway spruce, PFEIFFER et al., 1997) and
Fagaceae (bur oak, DOW et al.. 1995 and cork oak, GÓMEZ et al.,
2001). Aspen forests are often made up of adjacent stands of a
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Figure 2. – Populus tremula “in vitro” Spanish collection UPGMA dendrogram by SSR markers.

Table 4. – Groups of clones at 5, 10 and 15 linkage distances from the
UPGMA phenogram of P. tremula genotypes detected by SSR markers.

dozen or more trees each, which are genetically identical within each stand but may vary greatly between stands (EINSPAHR
and WINTON, 1977). The importance of vegetative propagation
by root suckers in aspen over seed propagation is a reason for
low variability.
The discrepancy in the estimates between P. tremuloides and
P. tremula is very important considering that core subset must
be designed to maximise allelic diversity. We assume that in
this case the difference is not caused by sample size (36 indi-

viduals and 24 alleles in P. tremuloides DAYANANDAN et al.
(1998) versus 82 individuals and 21 alleles in P. tremula). GUILFORD et al. (1997) and HOKANSON et al. (1998) assumed that the
difference in the number of alleles found in apple is caused by
sample size, but this is not the case in aspen. It is well known
that North American plant species are more abundant and
show a higher degree of variability than their European relatives (TAKHTAJAN, 1986). This fact has been explained by mountain range orientation. In North America, the North-South-oriented mountains facilitated migrations during the glaciations,
while in Europe, the East-West-oriented mountains would have
formed a barrier that caused population extinction. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the very widespread P. tremuloides has a limited geographic variability throughout its range
when compared to most species. A possible cause is that
seedling reproduction may be the exception at the present
time, but the seed origin of most quaking aspen clonal stands
today may date back to the close of the ninetieth century, when
devastating fires and other catastrophes swept many areas of
North America. Natural direct seeding occurred from survivors
after the fires, followed by vegetative sucker propagation
(EINSPAHR and WINTON, 1977). There are not enough data from
truly in-depth provenance studies to support or refute the
statement that this species has limited racial development
(ZOBEL and TALBERT, 1988). Nevertheless, our results suggest
that, in addition to this low variability in aspen, the glaciation
bottle-neck has further reduced the genetic variability of the
Spanish P. tremula populations.
The heterozygosities for individual loci ranged from 0.115 to
0.659 for the six loci in this study with a mean value for all loci
of 0.475 (Table 2), quite similar to the 0.498 value reported by
DAYANANDAN et al. (1998) and RAHMAN et al. (2000).
The combined discrimination power for all six loci was 0.992,
with the probability of matching any two genotypes at all six
loci in this study being 8 in one thousand. We were not able to
differentiate genotypes No. 1, 7, 15, 29, 34, 61, 62 and 64, that
belong to trees from the same geographical area. If we consider
SSR markers robust enough in this respect (HOKANSON et al.,
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1998), trees from the same stand and with the same genotype
like both trees with genotype No. 62 and the two with genotype
No. 64 could be ramets of a single clone propagated by root
suckers that have been extended through the stand (HEYBROEK,
1984). Also, the low PID obtained (2.7 * 10–4) suggests the clonal
origin of equal multilocus genotypes, in agreement with the
results obtained by SCHUELER et al. (2003) in wild cherry.
The UPGMA cluster analysis produced several groupings
based on geographical origins. Samples from Huesca and
Navarra may be found in all groups of the phenogram. The
group 1 includes samples from the Northwest of the Iberian
Peninsula whereas group 2 has two smaller groups, called A
and B, formed by samples from Segovia and from León-Zamora
respectively. These results agree with the hypothesis that postglacial migration of P. tremula took place from the Pyrenean
nucleus of Huesca-Navarra in two directions: the Central and
Northwest mountains of the Iberian Peninsula. Our hypothesis
is based on the study of hipervariable loci such as SSRs, with
high mutation rates, present in populations separated by relatively large geographical distances that show significant effects
of mutation (RAYBOULD et al., 1997), explaining the separation
of groups 1 and 2. These results agree with previous studies
based on RAPD markers that suggest that Northwestern populations have maintained a genetic contact exclusively with the
Pyrenean populations through the Cantabrian mountainrange, and has been isolated from the Central populations by
the central plateau during the warmer post-glacial period
(SÁNCHEZ et al., 2000).
These results have implications for the genetic conservation
of P. tremula. Several criteria needed to be taken into account
to assist the selection of clones that should be conserved in
vitro. A set of trees could be chosen so that all the SSR alleles
were represented at least once, with division at linkage distance 5. Following this criterion, the number of alleles conserved is the total number of alleles present in the base collection allelic richness. This would help to maximise the genetic
diversity available. Allelic richness is considered the most relevant criterion when studying population diversity (KREMER,
1994; EL MOUSADIK and PETIT, 1996; PETIT et al., 1998). Some
authors considered that allele preservation is more important
than the maintenance of allelic frequencies. Thus, although
frequencies of group at distance 5 (Fig. 2) are different from
those at the total collection, we consider more important that
all alleles are represented in this core collection. At distance 5,
individuals from different origins are present, thus coming
from different ecological areas. Several trees must be added for
aesthetic reasons (for example, some P. tremula trees show red
coloured leaves in Autumn).
In general, allelic frequency was low and also was unbalanced in all loci, a certain allele being much more abundant
than all other alleles of the locus. Because of their abundance,
alleles with the highest frequency at each locus are unlikely to
be lost during the creation of the core collection, regardless of
which sampling method is used, whereas alleles with low frequency are expected to be the most vulnerable to loss (MARSHALL and BROWN, 1975).
Localised high-frequency and widespread, low-frequency
alleles are more interesting in germplasm collections than
localised low-frequency alleles (BROWN, 1978), because they are
likely to be maintained by deleterious mutation-selection balance and are therefore of little interest in genetic conservation
(MARSHALL and BROWN, 1975). In this way, the M strategy led
to a more effective capture of interesting alleles (BATAILLON et
al., 1996). From this point of view, the group of clones at distance 5 includes the more interesting alleles (figure 2) and,
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therefore, no advantages are found in conserving the total collection.
The in vitro core collection of Populus tremula from the present collection of Spanish origins could be composed of 26
clones, combining storage economy with allelic richness detected by SSR markers. To this core of 26 clones, other trees could
be added for aesthetic reasons, ecological conditions of locations and studies based in more SSRs or/and other kinds of
markers.
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Summary
Genomics has become an integral part of the forest tree
improvement, and gene structural and expressional data are
being produced at an unprecedented rate. However, biological
resources in the form of tagged mutants are still lacking in forest trees, which at present is a missing part of tree genomics.
The potential bottlenecks here are the steps involving plant
transformation, which is instrumental both in reverse and forward genetics strategies aimed at to determine gene function.
With few exceptions, genetic transformation is an obligatory
final step by which traits are engineered into plants. For basic
research transgenesis is the method of choice to confirm gene
function, after deductions made through comparative
genomics, expression profiles, and mutation analysis. The biological features of long-lived tree species create obstacles as
well as provide opportunities to design new approaches to overcome the barriers associated with forest tree genomics.
To understand how a cell works we need to know the function of almost every gene in its genome. Genome sequencing
provides a tremendous amount of information for the development of global approaches towards this goal, complementing
and enhancing the more traditional (single-gene) approaches.
Genome sequencing has been completed in model plant Arabidopsis (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) and in rice
(GOFF et al., 2002; YU et al., 2002), a model cereal. Similarly,
forest biologists have given enough justification to sequence
Populus genome as a model for trees and woody perennials

(WULLSCHLEGER et al., 2002; TAYLOR, 2002). A 6X coverage of
the black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) genome as first
tree genome will be available in public domain by the end of
the year 2003 (International Populus Genome Consortium).
Once whole-genome information is available for an organism,
the challenge turns from identifying the parts to understanding their function as well as to improving genome structure,
thus ushering in the ‘post-genomic’ era. In the short term, the
first goal is to assign some element of function to each of the
genes in an organism also referred to as ‘functional genomics’,
and to do this with high-throughput, systematic approaches.
Major challenges of functional genomics in trees are to
assess tree growth and wood yield. These parameters are
important in terms of wood quality like strength and fibre
length, and renewable energy resources (CHAFFEY et al., 2002;
CAMPBELL et al., 2003; CONFALONIERI et al., 2003). With most of
the Populus genome still to be assigned function, the notion of
accumulating this information one gene at a time is hard to
contemplate. This knowledge gap has been the crucial impetus
for developing ‘whole-genome’ approaches that can acquire
functional information, in the form of expression profiles, protein–protein interactions, computational approaches and the
response to loss or gain of function by mutation.
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Forest tree genomics is now undergoing a transition or
expansion from the mapping and sequencing of genomes to an
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